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EDITORS LETTER

Instagram has been around for almost a decade, have being launched in October of 2010, and
with it a lot of people rose to fame. Many, for their good looks and lavish lives. The term
‘Instagram baddie’ has been given to Instagram model which aren’t afraid to show off their good
looks. They are the dream of all big cooperation’s and companies as their large platforms supply
a great form of advertisement. Everyone wants to be like them. Let’s face it, their job is a dream,
all these people need to do is look good and receive free clothing or makeup and in return
they put a sponsored post on their Instagram page all while getting paid for it! If that’s not the
dream job, I don’t know what is… luckily I’m here to help you achieve these goals, in this month’s
edition of “ROSES” I hand you everything you need to know on a golden plate. Bad and Bojee
(pg.4) A life interview with girls in the industry (pg.7) And even support in starting up your own
business (pg.38) and may more!
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What is an Instagram Baddie?

Have you ever scrolled through your Instagram feed and seen all
those girls with perfect hair, nails, make-up and incredible clothes?
You can’t resist gluing your eyes to your screen in awe as you imagine
yourself with..

“Full Kylie Jenner lips
and a perfect figure.”

You then end up on their profile and you realise
they have thousands upon millions of followers
for being nothing more than good looking.
But a lot of people don’t see how much work
goes into looking like or being an instagram
Baddie.

What Does It Take?
Hours in the gym, hours practising make-up
and hours working if you’re not privileged to
afford all the designer clothes and high end
makeup.
Although you can’t change your facial structure without surgery, you can change the
clothes you wear!
One of the most important part of being an Instagram baddie is being photogenic, and even if you’re not a born model
your sense of fashion can distract everyone from your lack
of posing skill. (CONTINUED...)
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